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Abstract

The use of formal languages in the specification of upper ontologies helps establishing precise and
unambiguous definitions for its concepts and relations. In this context, the use of formal languages with
support of proof-assistant software systems has potential of aiding the specification author in various
aspects. We describe a study case in which the Isabelle/HOL language and the Isabelle proof-assistant
environment are used to formalize a simplified version of the UFO-A ontology of endurants, to verify
and correct the original axiomatization, and to optimize the specification theory’s axioms and signature.
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1. Introduction
Upper ontologies are conceptual frameworks that describe systems of general concepts and
formal relations that play a foundational role in the construction of other, more specific,
ontologies (core ontologies, domain ontologies). An upper ontology should be considered
general, in the sense that its elements are present across various (or all) domains, but also
complete, in the sense that any concept in the domains of discourse in the scope of an upper
ontology should be analyzable using the concepts of the latter. To achieve this objective, an
upper ontology describes concepts that represent answers to questions such as “what is an
object”, “what is a property” or “what is an event”. Some examples of upper ontologies include
BFO [1], DOLCE [2], GFO [3] and UFO [4].
Since the adoption of an upper ontology represents a commitment regarding the most basic
elements of reality, any ambiguity or imprecision in its specification may lead its adopters to a
false agreement, a situation in which distinct interpretations of the upper ontology concepts may
lead agents to believe, erroneously, that they agree on the meaning of a concept specification.
To avoid issues related to the inherent ambiguity of informal languages it is common to
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rely on formal logical languages for the specification of an upper ontology, in which case
a specification takes the form of a logical theory that describe, as precisely as possible, the
intended interpretation of its concepts.
The construction of these logical theories can be aided by a variety of automated and semiautomated software tools that can be used in various phases of this process: in the verification
of syntactical correctness, in the construction and verification of theorem proofs and in the
analysis of the admissible interpretations of the theory. Some of these tools are organized
in integrated software environments, called a proof-assistants, including Coq [5], HOL4 [6],
NuPRL [7] and Isabelle [8, 9], where the latter one is used in the case study described in the
present work. Besides providing software tools to facilitate the construction of logical theories,
proof-assistants also provide libraries of theories that provide definitions and axiomatizations
that can leveraged in the construction process. Furthermore, the formal languages supported
by proof-assistants may provide constructs that aid in the organization and readability of upper
ontology theories.
This paper describes a case study in which a simplified version of the Unified Foundational
Ontology (UFO) fragment of endurants, UFO-A, is formalized in the Isabelle/HOL language,
with the help of the Isabelle proof-assistant system. UFO is an upper ontology designed to
provide an ontologically well-founded conceptual basis for conceptual modeling languages.
It was first introduced in [4] as an formal ontology of endurants and endurant universals,
describing concepts such as moments, substantials, modes, qua entities, relators, quantities,
collectives, functional complexes, qualities and quality spaces, along with related formal relations
such as existence, inherence, parthood, existential dependency and generic existential dependency,
and was later extended to include ontologies of events (UFO-B) [10] and of social concepts
(UFO-C) [11].
The scope of the simplified upper ontology described in the present case study is limited to
a fragment of the UFO ontology of endurants (UFO-A), including the concepts of existence,
possible worlds, inherence, moments and substantials. In the present case study we shown how
the Isabelle/HOL language and the Isabelle proof-assistant can be useful in the organization,
simplification, verification and correction of a formal specification of this simplified upper
ontology1 . The case study, described in section 3, is divided into two parts: subsection 3.1
describes the formalization of the concepts of possible worlds, existence and existential dependency,
and shows the use of Isabelle/HOL locales and theorem proofs in a redesign of the theory that
reduces the complexity of the theory while maintaining its interpretation; while subsection 3.2
describes the formalization of the concepts of inherence, substantials and moments, and uses
Isabelle/HOL theorems to prove the incompleteness of the original UFO-A axioms regarding
the inherence relation and the characterization of the missing gap in the original axioms,
proposing an alternate axiomatization that is simpler than the original and that addresses
the identified issues. The case study descriptions are preceded by a brief background discussion,
in section 2, that includes a discussion regarding the design of an upper ontology formal theory
(subsection 2.1) and, a description of a strategy for encoding modular theories in Isabelle/HOL.
(subsection 2.2).
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2. Background
2.1. Upper Ontology Theory Design
Given an informal description of an upper ontology, the construction of a corresponding formal
specification is by process with a determinate outcome. Insofar as the main goal is to produce
a formal specification of the intended models of the upper ontology, there isn’t necessarily a
unique set of axioms and definitions that achieves it. Two logically equivalent set of axioms,
though specifying the same set of models, may differ with respect to pragmatic concerns,
such as their intelligibility, their relative independence or their usability in a proof-assistant
environment. These concerns provide a degree of freedom allows other goals to be considered
as well, besides the correct specification of the intended models, among which we may highlight:
(1) producing a theory that is easy for (human) stakeholders to understand and (2) producing a
formal artifact that is as useful as possible as a formal tool. The first goal is due to the fact that
the main consumers of an upper ontology are human beings. The second is due to the fact that
a formal specification, aside from being a reference document, may have other uses, e.g. as a
basis for specifying extensions of the upper ontology or of other ontologies derived from the
same, or in the formal analysis of the properties of the upper ontology or even as a component
in a Formal Method’s based development process.
Due to these secondary goals, variables that are not related to the verification of the consistency
of the theory may also be considered in the design of the theory, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

choice of formal language;
naming and notation conventions;
theory organization (modularity and order of presentation);
(re)use of concepts defined in other theories (existing libraries of formal theories);
concept introduction by non-conservative extension, i.e. addition of free symbols and
restricting axioms, or by conservative extension, i.e. through well-founded definitions;
• choices between distinct but logically equivalent sets of axioms.
All of the above elements have an impact on the intelligibility of the final theory and the last
four may impact the utility of the theory, i.e. how ease it is to extend it, to use its axioms in
proofs or to produce models of the same. To decide between some of these choices, it might be
necessary prove the equivalence of different forms of organizing the theory, of different axiom
sets or definition orders, activities that along with proofs of consistency, can be made easier
and more controlled by using the tools provided by a proof-assistant, as illustrated in sections
subsection 3.1 and subsection 3.2.

2.2. Writing Theories Using Isabelle/HOL locales
There are various strategies for encoding theories in Isabelle/HOL. The most straightforward
is to encode it directly as axioms in a Isabelle/HOL theory file, introducing the types used in

the theory through typedecl statements and the free symbols and axioms of the theory through
axiomatization statements, followed by definitions and theorems [12]. This strategy, though
simple, presents some important drawbacks. First, it adds the symbols directly to the global
syntactical scope, limiting the choice of notation as to avoid conflict with the existing symbols
in the Isabelle/HOL library. Secondly, since Isabelle/HOL does not require a proof of consistency
of the axioms that are also introduced in the global scope but simply adds them as valid facts, it
risks collapsing the logical system in a manner that is hard to detect. Third, it does not allow
the models of the theory to be manipulated at the object level, hindering the investigation of
the model-theoretic properties of the theory.
However, Isabelle/HOL provides a mechanism for encoding theories in a modular way using
locale constructs [13]. A locale is a named context that may include free symbols, axioms and
definitions, but which isolates those from the global scope. This produces two different views
on the elements of the locale, inside and outside its context. In the context of the locale, the
axioms are assumed as facts and can be used in lemmas, while the free symbols are presumed
to exist an can be referred to in definitions and lemmas. Outside, in the global scope, the free
symbols and axioms are not present. Instead, the free symbols appear as extra parameters in
functions and predicates declared in the locale’s context, while the axioms are added as extra
conditions in all the lemmas and theorems that were declared in the context.
In Isabelle/HOL, the order of the statements is relevant, since a statement may only refer
to symbols or theorems that were present before it. This characteristic leads to a important
limitation in the use of Isabelle/HOL locales: since any definition made in a locale’s context
comes after the statement of the locale axioms, the latter cannot, in principle, refer to defined
elements. However, it is possible to work around this limitation by separating the locale into two
locales: one, which only declares the free symbols, but does not state any axiom, and a second
one which extends the first by adding the axioms. Using this pattern, it is possible to define
the symbols in the context of the first locale, which we call the signature locale of the theory,
and refer to those in the axioms of the second locale, which we call the axiomatization locale
of the theory. This strategy also has the benefit of freeing the definitions from the conditions
represented by the axioms: a definition stated in a free locale (without axioms) is exported from
the context of the locale as a simple equality and can be used unconditionally, for example, as
simplification rules. It also simplifies the construction and analysis of representations of models
of the theory.

3. Revisiting UFO’s Original Theory of Endurants
In this section we present a formalization of a part of the UFO’s ontology of endurants (UFO-A).
The formalization includes only the two most fundamental categories and relations pertaining to
the notion of an endurant particular: possible worlds, endurants and existence, on subsection 3.1;
and inherence, substantials and moments, on subsection 3.2. Other concepts and relations
described in UFO-A were omitted due to the article’s size constraints of this article.

(* signature *) =
locale theory_sig

(* axioms *) =
locale theory
extends

theory_sig +
assumes
axiom1 : ‹proposition›
axiom2 : ‹proposition›
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(* definitions *) =
context theory_sig
begin
definition ‹defined_symbol1 ≡
defined_symbol1 definition . . . ›

(* lemmas and theorems *) =
context theory
begin
lemma lemma1 :
assumes ‹...›
shows ‹...›
proof -

..
.

provides basic
lemmas about

..
.

refers to

..
.
(* introduction and
elimination lemmas *)
lemma defined_symbol1 _I:
assumes ...
shows ‹defined_symbol1 . . . ›
by ...
lemma defined_symbol1 _E:
assumes ‹defined_symbol1 . . . ›
obtains ...by ...

qed
theorem lemma2 :
assumes ‹...›
obtains ‹...›
proof -

..
.
qed

..
.
end
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end

..
.
end

Figure 1: Representing theories in Isabelle/HOL using separate locales for signature and axioms.

3.1. Possible Worlds
We start the Isabelle/HOL axiomatization of the selected fragment of UFO by specifying the
concepts of existence, possible worlds and of endurants. For simplicity reasons, we are considering
endurants to be the whole class of entities that enjoy or may enjoy existence. As such, the
goal is to formalize the notions that existence is a property enjoyed by endurants and that it is
relative to a possible world. A possible world, on the other hand, is a configuration of endurants
that represent a possible configuration of endurants in the universe of discourse.
Our first approach is based on UFO’s original presentation [4], with some simplifications: we
assume that there is a type of endurant representations (’e type parameter) and a type of possible
world representations (’w type parameter), along with sets that represent the corresponding
domains, 𝒲 and ℰ, along with a binary predicate (existsIn :: ′ e ⇒′ w ⇒ bool) that represents
the existence relation. Following the strategy delineated in subsection 2.2, this theory can be
encoded using the locales described in Figure 2.
At this point we may consider the possibility of simplifying this theory. To do so, we can
consider whether or not: (a) we can reduce the quantity of types; (b) we can reduce the number
of free symbols; and (c) we can replace the axioms with a smaller and simpler set. The first
hints in this direction are given by the following lemmas, which prove two equalities in the
locale context:
1. The set
⋃︀ of endurants is equal to the union of the extensions of all possible worlds, i.e.
ℰ = extensions; where

locale possible_worlds_original_sig =
fixes
𝒲 :: ⟨’w set⟩ and
ℰ :: ⟨’e set⟩ and
existsIn :: ⟨’e ⇒ ’w ⇒ bool⟩
locale possible_worlds_original =
possible_worlds_original_sig +

assumes
existence_scope:
⟨existsIn x w =⇒
w ∈ 𝒲 ∧ x ∈ ℰ⟩

and endurants_exist_somewhere:
⟨x ∈ ℰ =⇒ ∃ w. existsIn x w ⟩
and world_equality:
⟨[[ w
1 ∈ 𝒲 ; w2 ∈ 𝒲 ;
∀ x. existsIn x w 1 ←→ existsIn x
w 2 ]] =⇒
w 1 = w 2⟩

and endurants_are_contingent:
⟨x ∈ ℰ =⇒
∃ w ∈ 𝒲 . ¬ existsIn x w ⟩
and at_least_one_possible_world:
⟨𝒲 ̸ = ∅ ⟩

Figure 2: Possible worlds axiomatization based on the original presentation.

definition ⟨extensions ≡ { extensionOf w | w . w ∈ 𝒲 }⟩
definition ⟨extensionOf w ≡ { x . existsIn x w }⟩

2. The existence relation is equal to the set membership relation on the extension of the
world, i.e
existsIn x w = (w ∈ 𝒲 ∧ x ∈ extensionOf w)

These lemmas suggest that the corresponding free symbols, ℰ and inheresIn, can be replaced
with definitions over the other free symbol, i.e. the set of possible worlds 𝒲. This change would
reduce the number of free symbols from three to one, reducing the complexity of the theory
models and potentially eliminating the need for some of the axioms.
Another important consideration is given by a lemma that proves that the set of possible
worlds is isomorphic to the set of extensions of possible worlds, i.e. the extensionOf function
is a bijection from the set 𝒲 of possible worlds to the extensions set. This property suggests
that the set of possible worlds can be replaced with the corresponding set of extensions.
Given these considerations, made with the support of lemmas proved in the context of this
locale, we can propose an alternative axiomatization,shown in Figure 3. In comparison with
the original locale, this one has less types (just the type ′ e of endurants), less symbols (just the
set of possible worlds 𝒲), and less axioms. Furthermore, the axioms characterize the set of
possible worlds succinctly as a non-empty family of sets whose intersection is the empty set.
We prove the safety of using the alternative locale in place of the original one by proving
lemmas that state that there is a pair of functions pw1_to_pw2, from the original models to the
alternative models, and pw2_to_pw1, in the reverse direction, such that a structure is a valid
model of the original locale just in case its image with respect to pw1_to_pw2 is a valid model
of the alternative locale and such that a family of sets is a valid model of the alternative locale if
and only if its image with respect to pw2_to_pw1 is also a valid model in the original locale, a
situation summarized in Figure 4.
Since both locales are essentially equivalent, we use the simpler one as the base for continuing
the axiomatization presented in subsection 3.2.

locale possible_worlds_alt_sig =
fixes 𝒲 :: ⟨’e set set⟩
definition ⟨ℰ ≡ { x . ∃ w ∈ 𝒲 . x ∈ w }⟩
definition ⟨existsIn x w ≡ w ∈ 𝒲 ∧ x ∈ w ⟩
locale possible_worlds_alt =
possible_worlds_alt_sig +

assumes
⋂︀

world_set_intersection_empty: ⟨
𝒲 = ∅⟩
and at_least_one_possible_world: ⟨𝒲 ̸= ∅⟩

Figure 3: Alternative possible worlds axiomatization.
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Figure 4: Summary of possible world locales.

3.2. Inherence
The next step in this case study is the formalization of the UFO inherence relation. This relation
holds between an endurant and a moment that represents a particularized property of this
endurant. In this section our focus is strictly on the inherence relation and on the two classes
of endurants that are derived from it: substantials and moments. For simplicity sake, other
elements that are used to distinguish the types of moments and that characterize the properties
they represent are not considered.
UFO endurants are classified into two disjoint classes, depending on whether they inhere
or not in other endurants. Endurants that do not inhere in any other endurant are called
substantials and correspond to the commonsensical notion of object. Those that inhere in some

locale inherence_sig =
possible_worlds_alt_sig where 𝒲 = 𝒲
for 𝒲 :: ⟨’e set set⟩ +
fixes
inheresIn :: ⟨’e ⇒ ’e ⇒ bool⟩ (infix ⟨▷⟩ 75)

definition ⟨ℳ ≡ { x | x y . inheresIn x y }⟩
definition ⟨𝒮 ≡ { x . x ∈ ℰ ∧ (∀ y. ¬ inheresIn x y) }⟩
definition ⟨bearerOf s m ≡ (▷)−1−1 ⟩
definition ⟨ultimate_bearer_of s m ≡ s ∈ 𝒮 ∧ m ∈ ℰ ∧ (▷)** m s⟩
definition ⟨order_of x n ≡ x ∈ ℰ ∧ (∃ s ∈ 𝒮 . ((▷)^^n) x s)⟩
Figure 5: Inherence signature and basic definitions.

endurant are called moments and the endurant they inhere in is called their bearer. Inherence
may occur in more than one level, i.e. a moment may inhere in another moment instead of
inhering directly in a substantial. The number of inherence steps that separate a moment from
a substantial is called the moment’s degree, and the substantial that it inheres in directly, or
indirectly, is called the moment’s ultimate bearer. The signature of the inherence theory, as well
as the definition of the symbols that correspond to the concepts mentioned in this paragraph
are depicted in Figure 5.
Following the same methodology used in subsection 3.1, we start the formalization by stating a
locale containing axioms from the original UFO presentation. However, instead of grouping these
axioms in a single locale, we split them into two locales: inherence_base, containing axioms
that states that the inherence relation implies existential dependency between the moment
and its bearer and that moments inhere in a single endurant; and inherence_original, that
extends the former with other axioms that state that inherence is a relation between endurants
and that it is an irreflexive, asymmetric and anti-transitive relation. Both locales are depicted in
Figure 6.

Analysis and Redesign
A first analysis that can be done over the original theory, as expressed in these locales, is the
interdependence between axioms. Given the axioms of the inherence_base locale, we prove
the following properties:
1. The inherence_scope axiom is derivable from the inherence_base axioms.
2. Inherence irreflexivity (inherence_irrefl axiom) and anti-transitivity (inherence_antitransitive
axiom) are derivable from the asymmetry axiom (inherence_asymm).
Thus, we can safely simplify the inherence_original locale by excluding the inherence_scope,
inherence_irrefl and inherence_antitransitive axioms. The resulting locale, called

locale inherence_base =
inherence_sig +
possible_worlds_alt +

assumes
inherence_imp_ed: ⟨x ▷ y =⇒ ed x y ⟩ and
moment_non_migration: ⟨[[ x ▷ y ; x ▷ z ]] =⇒ y = z⟩

locale inherence_original =
inherence_base +

assumes
inherence_scope: ⟨x ▷ y =⇒ x ∈ ℰ ∧ y ∈ ℰ ⟩ and
inherence_irrefl: ⟨¬ x ▷ x⟩ and
inherence_asymm: ⟨x ▷ y =⇒ ¬ y ▷ x⟩ and
inherence_antitrgansitive: "[[ x ▷ y ; y ▷ z ]] =⇒ ¬ x ▷ z"

Figure 6: Inherence locales: base and original theories.
locale inherence_simplified =
inherence_base +

assumes
inherence_asymm: ⟨x ▷ y =⇒ ¬ y ▷ x⟩

Figure 7: Simplified original inherence locale.

inherence_simplified and depicted in Figure 7, adds only the asymmetry axiom to the
inherence_base locale. The equivalence between both locales is proven using a lemma.
After removing redundant axioms, we might want to check whether some expected properties
that were not expressed in axioms in the original work actually hold. Two relevant properties
are the existence and uniqueness of ultimate bearers of a moment and the well-definedness of
the degree of a moment. The first means that that every moment should inhere, directly or
indirectly, on a single substantial, while the second means that every moment should inhere
to a substantial, directly or indirectly, by a well-defined number of inherence steps. In other
words, a moment must express, directly or indirectly, a property of a single substantial and it
should do so by a well defined and unique degree, i.e. it cannot be, for example, a first degree
and a second degree moment at the same time.
Before we evaluate whether or not these properties hold, we prove the following in the
context of the original theory:
1. Ultimate bearers are unique, if they exist;
2. The degree of a moment is unique, if it has an degree;
3. The existence of a degree for a moment and the existence of an ultimate bearer are
logically equivalent.
In summary, it is sufficient to evaluate whether or not an ultimate bearer exist for every moment.
A first effort is to try to prove the proposition “∀𝑥 ∈ ℳ. ∃𝑦. ultimate_bearer_of 𝑦 𝑥. If we

𝑚2

𝑚1

𝑚0
Figure 8: Counterexample identified by Nitpick for the original inherence theory.
locale inherence_with_ultimate_bearers =
inherence_simplified +

assumes
ultimate_bearers_ex:
⟨x ∈ ℳ =⇒ ∃ y. ultimate_bearer_of y x ⟩

Figure 9: Inherence locale with explicit requirement for the existence of ultimate bearers.
locale inherence_acyclic =
inherence_simplified +

assumes
acyclic_inherence: ⟨¬ ((▷)++ ) x x⟩

Figure 10: Inherence locale with cycle exclusion axiom.

can prove it successfully in Isabelle/HOL, the issue is settled. However, when we present this
proposition to Isabelle/HOL and ask it to try to find a counterexample using the Nitpick model
finder, it presents the counterexample depicted in Figure 8.
A straightforward solution to this issue is to add an axiom explicitly stating that ultimate
bearers must exist, as in the locale depicted in Figure 9. This solution, however, may be
considered less than satisfactory due to the fact that it does not elucidate the reason as to
why the axiomatization so far is unable to guarantee the existence of ultimate bearers for
all moments. Besides not being explanatory, the axiom may also unnecessarily strong in the
sense that addition of a weaker axiom to the existing axioms could suffice for guaranteeing the
existence of all ultimate bearers.
To look for alternative solutions, we have to analyze the unintended models that are being
accepted given the current axioms. The first case is the one found by Nitpick (see Figure 8). In
this case, the presence of a cycle in the inherence relation was the cause of the nonexistence of
an ultimate bearer for all moments. The hypothesis that can be raised is that the exclusion of
cycles in the relation could be enough to achieve our goal. To test this hypothesis, we add a
locale with that extends the original theory with an axiom that excludes cycles (see Figure 10)
and try to find a counterexample.
After failing to find a counterexample in the context of the inherence_acyclic locale,
using Nitpick, we may consider that a counterexample model, if it exists, might be outside the
scope of Nitpick, i.e. it might be too large for Nitpick to find given its scope and time limit

..
.
𝑚2

𝑚1

𝑚0
Figure 11: Counterexample of acyclic inherence theory.
locale inherence_no_infinite_chains =
inherence_acyclic +

assumes
no_infinite_up_chains:
⟨[[ x ∈ X ; ∀ y ∈ X. (▷)** x y ;
∀ x ∈ X. ∀ y ∈ X. (▷)** x y ∨ (▷)** y x ]] =⇒ finite X ⟩

Figure 12: Locale with only finite ascending inherence chains.

parameters, or it might be infinite (Nitpick only constructs finite models). In that case, we
might try to find a counterexample manually, by defining a candidate counterexample directly
in Isabelle/HOL and attempt to prove that it is (1) a valid model for the inherence_acyclic
locale and (2) that it has a moment without an ultimate bearer.
One such model exists, as depicted in Figure 11. The main characteristic of this model is that
it has an infinite ascending chain inherence chain, i.e. a moment that has an infinite number of
indirect bearers.
Repeating the same process, we add an axiom to the inherence_acyclic locale, excluding
infinite ascending inherence chains, producing the locale depicted in Figure 12. In the context of
this locale, we can finally prove that all ultimate bearers exist and thus, that the issue is solved.
However, the exclusion of cycles and of infinite ascending chains suggest that we could
better explain the inherence relation by requiring it to be noetherian, i.e. for its converse
(bearerOf) to be wellfounded, i.e. any non-empty set has a maximal element with respect
to the inherence relation. In fact, we prove in Isabelle/HOL that this property is equivalent
to the existence of all ultimate bearers. Furthermore, we also prove that the addition of an
axiom requiring the wellfoundness of the converse of the inherence relation makes redundant
all the axioms of that were added by inherence_simplified to inherence_base. Thus
we end with the locale inherence_noetherian, depicted in , that replaces the 3 axioms
that inherence_no_infinite_chains adds to inherence_base with a single axiom, since
wellfoundness of the converse of the inherence relation implies that it is acyclic, irreflexive,
anti-transitive, acyclic and without finite ascending inherence chains. A consequence of the

locale inherence_noetherian =
inherence_base

+

assumes
inherence_is_noetherian: ⟨wfP ((▷)−1−1 )⟩

where wfP is a predicate defined in the Isabelle/HOL library, such that
wfP (▷)−1−1 = (∀ Q. (∃ x. x ∈ Q) −→ (∃ z∈Q. ∀ y. z ▷ y −→ y ∈
/ Q))

Figure 13: Locale with a noetherian inherence relation.

need to use the notion of wellfoundess or of transitive closures to correctly specify UFO’s
inherence relation is that UFO’s inherence relation cannot be axiomatized using a first-order
theory, providing a solid argument for using more expressive languages, such as higher order
logic, or dependent type theory, in UFO’s specification.
Besides the reduction in the number of axioms, the characterization of the inherence relation
as a noetherian relation also provides a useful transfinite induction rule that can be used in
proofs regarding the inherence relation:
⋀︀

( x. ∀ y. x ▷ y −→ P y =⇒ P x) =⇒ P z

The diagram in Figure 14 summarizes the alternate axiomatizations considered in this section.
By using Isabelle to test different hypothesis regarding the original inherence axioms and to
prove equivalences between different axiomatizations, we are able to reduce the number of
axioms, fill a gap present in the original axiomatization regarding the existence of ultimate
bearers and characterize the inherence relation as a noetherian relation.

4. Conclusion and Related Works
An upper ontology, due to its role as conceptual foundation for building other ontologies and
conceptual models, stands to benefit from a rigorous treatment of its formal specification.
The availability of mature interactive proof-assistant systems represents an opportunity for
using automated and semi-automated formal tools in the improvement of upper ontology
formalization processes.
In this paper we presented a study case in which an simplified version of the UFO ontology of
endurants was formalized in the Isabelle/HOL formalism, showcasing the use of the Isabelle/HOL
and associated software tools in the design of the ontology’s specification theory, focusing
on two fundamental UFO concepts, existence and inherence, and some other related concepts.
We presented a brief discussion regarding the design of upper ontology logical theories and a
methodology for presenting ontological theories using Isabelle/HOL locales. We described how
the Isabelle/HOL formalism can be leveraged to evaluate alternate theory modular organizations,
axiomatizations, signatures and to identify and address axiomatization gaps, in order to make
the formal specification more precise with respect to its intended interpretation and to make it
easier to understand and to use as the basis for further formal specifications and analysis.

ultimate_bearers (6) , ∞
̸ ̸⟳

finite_chains (7) , ∞
̸ ̸⟳

notherian (5) , ∞
̸ ̸⟳

acyclic (6) / ∞ ⟳
̸
original (8) / ∞ ⟳

simplified (5) / ∞ ⟳
base (4)

locale name (# of axioms) . . .
𝐴 −−→ 𝐵
𝐴 === 𝐵

Arrows
A extends B.
A is logically equivalent to B.

/
,
∞
∞
̸
⟳
̸⟳

Symbols
Has the missing ultimate bearer problem.
Does not have the missing ultimate bearer problem.
Admits infinite ascending inherence chains.
Excludes infinite ascending inherence chains.
Admits cycles in the inherence relation.
Excludes cycles in the inherence relation.

Figure 14: Inherence locales summary.

Other formal specifications of the UFO-A ontology are described in [14], using the Alloy
language [15], and in [16], however, they do not include analyses similar to those described in
this work, e.g. alternative axiomatizations, signature simplification, nor do they point out the
possibility of cyclic and infinite inherence chains.
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